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Abstract  
 
This paper intends to analyze how freshman students of the Media Studies degree represent their 
relationship with English as a Foreign Language (EFL) through an image in a multimodal environment. The 
aim is twofold: first, to study how students take advantage of the multimodal potential of the Mahara e-
portfolio and, second, to explore what their reflection on their EFL learning process is like when conveyed 
through image and text and the relationships established between these two media.  

 
Object ives 
 
The study conforms to the Computer Mediated Discourse Analysis framework, which analyzes the use of 
language and the interactive communication features among humans in electronic environments (Herring, 
2000), including the construction of identity.  In a formal environment, ICT tools have also affected the way 
digital literacy is approached in learning/teaching processes (Cassany, 2010). Communicating in digital 
environments involves hypertextuality, intertextuality and multimodality, so developing digital 
communicative competence should cover all these dimensions. Using Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (2001: 20) 
definition of multimodality, meaning is not build just as a series of elements presented in a linear, 
sequential way but conforming a multimodal syncretism in which there exist several simultaneous 
processes for meaning making. From this point of view, it is understood that the coherence of texts does 
not only lie in coherence in isolation but in relation with all the multimodal elements available interacting. 
Focusing on the multimodal dimension, language users do not only resort to written text but they also 
communicate using other semiotic modes that turn the electronic environment into a multimodal ensemble 
(Kress 2010: 81)  in such a way that each mode develops its communicative and representational potential to 
generate global meanings.  Consequently, in formal language learning contexts, multimodal discourse is 
increasingly cultivated (Jewit, 2009).  
 
Nöth (2001) proposes four aspects to describe the relationship between text and image. From a syntactic 
perspective, images can relate to texts in terms of time and space. From a semantic perspective, five 
relationships can be established between text and images, which are: 
 
1) Complementarity: when both text and image are needed to grasp the meaning. 
2) Dominance: the relevance of the image in relation to the text depending on the type of document they 

appear in.  
3) Redundancy: when the message repeats what is already perceived in the image. 
4) Discrepancy, and 5) Contradiction: when there is no logical relationship between the text and the image, 

whether intentionally or not. 
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A third approach would be the pragmatic relationship between the text and the image. As Nöth does not 
offer categories for such analysis, one possible way of analyzing this relationship is following Grice’s (1975) 
principles.   
 
Finally, Nöth suggests yet one new approach for the study of the relationship between image and text 
based on Peirce’s perception of signs. Thus, we can find iconic, indexical and symbolic relationships 
between image and text. 
 
On the other hand, this study also takes into account the representation of identity building as an EFL 
learner through images, considering aspects such as former learning experiences, both formal and informal 
(Ellis, 2001). The relationship of the learner towards the L2 can also be expressed through metaphors. The 
ones found by Ellis (2001) defined FL students as sufferers, travelers, fighters, workers and problem solvers.  
  
Taking all these aspects into account, the present paper seeks to explore the relationship between image 
and text according to the following parameters: 
1) Syntax 
2) Semantics 
3) Pragmatics 
4) Intermodal semiotics 
5) Metaphors 
 
Development 
 
The study was conducted analyzing the linguistic snapshot of 28 EFL learners. This is a compulsory activity 
for the e-portfolio of the English Language subject to be done using the Mahara portfolio. This linguistic 
snapshot consists in: 
 
1. A video where the students introduce themselves. 
2. A composition where students write about their relationship with English, focusing on how they have 

used it in formal and informal contexts and their motivation to learn it, among other aspects.  
3. An image (photo, drawing, collage) reflecting their feelings towards EFL, with a caption explaining the 

rationale behind their choice. 
 
The students, between 18 and 21 years of age, have different levels of proficiency and are supposed to be 
especially motivated to represent concepts audiovisually, given the nature of their degree. The image-word 
relationship is analyzed regarding the aspects mentioned above. The data were collected taking 
screenshots using free plug-ins such as Fireshot or Screengrab. 
   
The results show that students avoid the excessive fragmentation of the page layout even though columns 
were used to distribute the contents. A uniform distribution of columns is understood as attaching the same 
level of importance to the contents in them, while a broader space is meant to confer greater relevance to 
the contents in that column. Most images tend to be placed on the top of the page, with a slightly larger 
preference for placing the image on the right side.  
 
Regarding the semantic relationships, 60% of the images are dominant in the page, performing a 
complementary function simultaneously at times. However, 30% of the images were redundant. An 
example of complementarity is the one below where a flower symbolizes the EFL learning process, which 
has to be watered so as to make it grow.  
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In contrast, in the example below, there is a clear example of image-text redundancy, where the title, the 
text and the very image refer to the phone box.  

  
All the images chosen were pragmatically correct, conforming to a semiformal registered, to be expected in 
an academic context. Grice’s principles were respected as well at all times.  
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Regarding the intermodal semiotics parameters, intratextual iconicity is sometimes found, although 
intratextual indexicality is used much more often, by means of deictic devices such as referring to the 
images using “This” or “In this picture”. It is also very common to find images where a part represents a 
whole entity, as in the case of the Big Ben to represent London and, by extension the use of the English 
language in the United Kingdom and how this relates to FL learning. Finally, the students some students 
also choose to exemplify their work during the term to express their relationship with English, as in the 
example below, where the image is to be interpreted literally, yet its title expresses a timeline or a finish 
line symbol.   
 

 
In most cases, however, the metaphors found coincide with those in Ellis (2001), as students represent their 
role in their EFL learning experience as sufferer, problem-solver, traveler, struggler or hard-worker. The 
students also express their relation with English as a means to communicate in real-life trips and as a tool 
to understand audiovisual material.   
 
Conclusions and prospect ive 
 
The results obtained lead us to believe that students consider images as a relevant element in the way 
they place them in the overall page layout, adjusting it to the multimodal environment. Focusing on the 
semantic relationships, however, in spite of the relations of dominance and complementarity, quite a few 
cases of redundancy are also found, bordering the literality. This could be due to the fact that this e-
portfolio is a formal academic assignment which might set a limit to the students’ freedom for creativity. 
The examples of intratextual indexicality are rather common too. The frequency in the use of symbols, 
however, is much lower. When it does happen, most metaphors coincide with those found in Ellis (2001), with 
the novelty of the appearance of the role of audiovisual material as an EFL learning tool used 
spontaneously by the students.  
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Quest ions and/or considerat ions for d iscussion 
 
In future practical experiences with this activity, the teacher should foster the use of images with meaning-
making that goes beyond literality or indexicality, both of which do not necessarily mean that pragmatic 
principle are not going to be followed. Regarding metaphors, it is natural that the same metaphors found in 
Ellis (2001) are also found in our study, although more creative risks from the students could certainly make 
a difference in this regard too. Surpassing academic barriers in favor of creativity would certainly foster the 
development of the students’ digital communicative competence.  
 


